
B usiness travel brings unique security needs. For some, it means ensuring

the safety of personnel operating in high-risk regions. For others, it is the

protection of sensitive information in countries known to target visiting

executives for corporate espionage. To effectively manage these risks, your

company requires a sophisticated, comprehensive travel security program that

trains, equips, and informs your team members. Flynt Group has extensive

experience in delivering tailored programs, technologies, intelligence, and

training to mitigate the full spectrum of risks, globally. Our multi-disciplinary

experts provide relevant, Actionable Knowledge® that will equip you to manage

the threats to your team, intellectual property, and operations.
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ACTIONABLE KNOWLEDGE®
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Achieving Security Through Training, 
Technologies, and Information

Flynt Group equips your company’s executives and employees with Actionable
Knowledge® that enhances their safety while abroad. Regional, country, and
city updates inform your people of risk levels, threats, disruptive incidents, and
advisories. Our training, knowledge products, and services increase security,
protect your people, safeguard Intellectual Property from theft, and reduce your
firm’s risk.
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Flynt Group is a Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business

Flynt Group’s mission is to equip our clients with Actionable Knowledge® to wisely
manage their risk positions and achieve their goals across a broad spectrum of hazards
and threats.  We support you with tailored, multidisciplinary teams that are dedicated
and responsive in assisting you achieve your goals, regardless of the challenges
you face.  Our expert professionals are highly experienced in corporate
governance, enterprise risk management, corporate security, homeland security,
special operations, and intelligence.

TRAVEL SECURITY SERVICES
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TRAINING
 Executive travel security and safety 
 Personal protection 
 Kidnap and hostage survival skills 
 Counter-surveillance tactics, techniques, and procedures
 Defensive movement techniques
 Country familiarization and cultural competency 

CRISIS MANAGEMENT PLANNING and SERVICES
 Emergency evacuation planning and support
 Global In Extremis contingency planning
 Corporate Crisis Management planning, including media
management and host nation liaison

 Discrete in-country facilities and support
 Enhanced in-country security planning and coordination

INFORMATION SECURITY
 Discrete, secure communications
 Sterile, secure devices
 Counter-espionage tactics, techniques, and procedures

TRAVEL SECURITY PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
 Regional assessments and risk analysis
 Pre-travel briefings and contingency planning
 Medical evacuation
 Intelligence summaries (INTSUM)
 Post travel debriefs and analysis
 Support technologies 
 Tailored instruction and workshops

Flynt Group adheres to the Unified Framework of Professional Ethics for Security Professionals


